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I. Limited Warranty 

[LIMITED WARRANTY] 

 

1. About the limited warranties 

This limited warranty only applies to the original purchaser of any new tire manufactured 

by Nexen Tire Corp. and has been used only on the vehicle on which it was originally 

installed in non-commercial service if the tire becomes unserviceable for conditions. 

 

2. What is the adjustment policy & for how long? 

Limited Warranty coverage is for a maximum period of 72months from date of 

manufacture. 

Any tire manufactured by Nexen tire is warranted with free replacement against defects in 

material and workmanship for the initial warranty period which is the first 2/32” of original 

usable tread or within 12 months from the period of 

purchase. 

(the cost of mounting, balancing and any other service charges including applicable taxes 

are required to be paid by the owner.) 

After the ‘Free Replacement Policy’ expires and the tire is still within 72 months from date 

of manufacture, amount of credit will be determined by the percentage of original tread 

depth remaining on the tire. 
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I. Limited Warranty 

3. What is not covered by this limited 

warranty 

  Ride complaints after the first 1/32” of tread wear or replacement of 3 or more tires 

from the same vehicle will not be accepted. 

  Road hazards injury (e.g. cuts, snags, punctures or tire repair, bruises, impact breaks, 

etc.) 

  Premature or irregular wear due to vehicle mechanical deficiencies or failure to rotate 

the tires at recommended intervals. 

  Tire transferred from the vehicle on which they were originally installed. 

  Damage from incorrect mounting or dismounting of the tire, incorrect tire size 

application, water or other material trapped inside the tire during mounting or failure to 

balance the tires. 

  Damage from incorrect inflation, overloading, fire, theft, defective vehicle mechanical 

conditions. 

  Racing & off road use and Misapplication. 

  Ozone or weather cracking on tires after 4 years from the date of manufacture. 

  Any tires worn beyond the wear indicators. (less than 2/32” remaining tread depth) 

  Accident, fire, chemical corrosion, tire alteration or vandalism. 

  Tire which removed D.O.T. identification number and/or brand name intentionally. 
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I. Limited Warranty 
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II. How to check claim tire 

1. Confirm the manufacturer 

- Similar product may be confused with Nexen tire. 

- Check that tire is genuine (Manufactured by Nexen tire) 

2. Confirm the tire brand  

- Check the brand name on sidewall. 

3. Check the tire size, pattern and ply rating 

- Check that tire has been used on vehicle with correct size, pattern, ply rate. 

4. Check the D.O.T. number 

- Find D.O.T. number and note the manufactured date (refer to the page 6‘ Markings’). 

- Once the D.O.T. rubber has been cut, tire is not acceptable (because already considered). 

5. Measurement of tread depth 

- Refer to page 4 ‘How to measure R.T.D.’ 

6. Check that tire has been recapped or repaired in the past 

- Once the tire has been repaired/recapped, the tire is not acceptable. 

7. Operating Conditions 

- Check the tread wearing : Check the wearing to find out the operating condition. 

- Check the sidewall : Check the sidewall to find evidence of damaged cause. 

- Check the inside : Check the inside to find evidence of damaged cause. 
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II. How to check claim tire 

Tread depth 

 gauge 

 How to measure R.T.D. 

■ Claim tire shall be divided by 3 virtual points to check R.T.D. as shown by . 

■ Check R.T.D. at each point and calculate each value by arithmetic average. 

Automobile Tires : Measure in the groove next  to center groove or center rib. 

1) R.T.D. : Remaining Tread Depth 

2) O.T.D. : Original Tread Depth 

O.T.D. : 8mm / R.T.D by actual measurement : 6mm 

Calculation = (6–1.6) ÷ (8–1.6) × 100 = 68.75 = 69% 

 

Adjustment percentage(%) shall be 69% which corresponds to R.T.D. of 6 mm. 
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II. How to check claim tire 

Cutting Area 

※ D.O.T No  

   : As you can see the picture,  DOT Number is    

    located at the position of bead above , between  

    Brand and Manufacturer marking.  

DOT 8E06      ABF1105 

EX) DOT  STRIP 

 Factory Code 
 (Plant) 

 DOT # ( First Two Digit    : Week number/  Second Two Digit : Year ) 

 How to find DOT Code 
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Bar code Position 

Bar code Reading  

1) Barcode Scanner (PC)          2) Smartphone Application                           3) 10 digit besides barcode 

Nexen CP Tire 

II. How to check claim tire 
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II. How to check claim tire 

Claim Tire Pictures 

1. Claim Phenomenon 2. DOT cutting 

4. Using Condition (Bead, Inner) – If damaged   

3. Using Condition (Tread) 
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III. Non-adjustable claim (Tread Cut) 

Phenomenon Possible Causes 

Cuts in the tread section (Not penetrating to the 
Inner-liner part) 

Action 
• Remove external materials on tread area 

• Check the tire regularly 
  (Inspect cords layers for possible penetration) 

- Road Hazard 

 (Sharp materials. Nails, Glass, Stone etc.) 

- Slipping/Skidding/Spinning on rough road 
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III. Non-adjustable (Cut Penetration) 

Phenomenon Possible Causes 

Cuts penetrated by external materials from tread to 
inner liner 

Action 
• Repair if possible 
• Replace Tire 

- Road Hazard  

(Sharp materials. Nails, Glass, Stone etc.) 
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III. Non-adjustable (Impact Deformation) 

Phenomenon Possible Causes 

Deformation by damaged Steel-Belt (Separation) 

Action •Replace Tire immediately 

- Puncture and Surface damage oxidize the 

steel 

- Shocks from Rough road 

- Improper air pressure/Overloading 

- Improper repair 
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III. Non-adjustable (Chunking) 

Phenomenon Possible Causes 

Lugs and Blocks torn and detached by external force. 

Action 
•Replace tire if necessary 
•If either cord or under tread is exposed, replace tire immediately 

- Road Hazard 

(Sharp materials. Nails, Glass, Stone etc.) 

- Excessive cornering and Skidding. 

- Rapid acceleration/Sudden braking. 

- High speed driving in low pressure 

- Stone held in the tread groove 

- Spin damage 
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III. Non-adjustable (Tread Chipping) 

Phenomenon Possible Causes 

- Piece of the tread rubber are torn from the tire 

Action 
•Replace tire if necessary 
•If either cord or under tread is exposed, replace tire immediately 

- Rapid acceleration/Sudden braking 

- Abrasive road surface (Gravel, Concrete) 

- Skid on a inclined road 
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III. Non-adjustable (Groove Tearing) 

Phenomenon Possible Causes 

- Tear in tread groove bottoms occurred along the 
direction 

Action 
•Replace tire if necessary 
•If either cord or under tread is exposed, replace tire immediately 

- Running over curbs, rails, or by severe 

localized impacts 

- Progressing from tread damage 

- Rough driving in over inflation pressure 
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III. Non-adjustable (Groove Cracking) 

Phenomenon Possible Causes 

Cracks occurring in grooves of the tread. 

Action 

•If cracking is superficial continue in service 
•If either cord or under tread is exposed, replace tire immediately 
•Review tire storage practice 
•Remove stone retained in the tread 

- Improper Inflation Pressure/Overloading 

- Exposure to Ozone 

- Exposure to vehicle exhaust 

- Stone retention or external cuts. 

- Improper storage 
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III. Non-adjustable (Shock-Bursting) 

Phenomenon Possible Causes 

The burst occurs along body cords direction and 
destruction 
shape depends on the construction of carcass. 
Tread TSB 

Action •Replace tire immediately 

- Over-Inflation Pressure/Overloading 

- Impact after accumulative tire fatigue 

- Impact of harsh road while driving at high-

speed 
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III. Non-adjustable (Cut-Separation) 

Phenomenon Possible Causes 

Separation by cut which occur penetration into or not 

Action •Replace tire immediately 

- External cut and developed by road hazard 

- Improper repair 

- Stone retention damage 

- Improper storage 
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III. Non-adjustable (Rapid Wear) 

Phenomenon Possible Causes 

Tire worn out faster than expected 

Action 

•Replace tire when tread depth is less than 1.6mm 
•Replace tire when cord or under tread is exposed. 
•Rotate tire every 10,000km  
•Proper vehicle maintenance and mounting of wheels. 

- Improper mounting 

- Defective brake system. 

- Rotation of tire not properly timed. 

- Improper wheel alignment. 

- Aggressive driving 

- High performance tire characteristic 

- Abrasive road surface(off-road) 
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III. Non-adjustable (One Sided Wear) 

Phenomenon Possible Causes 

One side wears rapidly from half to full circumference 

Action 
•Replace tire when tread depth is less than 1.6mm 
•Replace tire when cord or under tread is exposed. 
•Verify proper vehicle fitment. 

- Defective wheel-alignment.  

(Toe, Camber angle etc.) 

- Rotation of tire not properly timed 

- Axle-beam bent. 

- Defective suspension. 

- The front tires are applied centrifugal force 

by side slip of vehicle at curved slop 

- Improper mounting of wheels 
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III. Non-adjustable (One Sided Wear) 

Phenomenon Possible Causes 

Both shoulder wear rapidly extended throughout the 
circumference. 

Action 
•Maintain proper inflation pressure 
•Replace tire when tread depth is less than 1.6mm 
•Replace tire when cord or under tread is exposed 

- Under-Inflation Pressure 

- Rotation of tire not properly timed. 

- Mostly happen commercial pickup 

and delivery service 

- Abrasive road surface(off-road) 

- Rim width too wide. 
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III. Non-adjustable (Center Wear) 

Phenomenon Possible Causes 

Tread center wears rapidly extended throughout the 
circumference 

Action 
•Maintain proper inflation pressure 
•Replace tire when tread depth is less than 1.6mm 
•Replace tire when cord or under tread is exposed 

- Over-inflation Pressure/Overloading : 

only the tread center is touching with road. 

- Improper matching of tires and rims. 

- Rotation of tire not properly timed. 

- Rim width too narrow. 
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III. Non-adjustable (Heel and Toe Wear) 

Phenomenon Possible Causes 

- Each block is getting inclined similar to“ Heel of 
shoe”and it just look like pattern of saw-teeth. 

- Often associated with the ride disturbance and / or 
noise complaint. 

Action 

•Maintain proper inflation pressure 
•Proper tire rotation 
(From left to right/ right to left, From Front(Real) to Real(Front) Axle) 
•Aggressive tread patterns in highway applications may be more susceptible to this condition. 

Under-Inflation Pressure/Overloading 

(Especially seen at lug of block pattern) 

- Defective wheel-alignment 

- Improper matching of tires and rims. 

- Rotation of tire not properly timed. 
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III. Non-adjustable (Feather Edge Wear) 

Phenomenon Possible Causes 

- Along the groove of rib pattern, one edge of each rib 
is higher than the other side of the same rib. 

Action 

•Replace tire when tread depth is less than 1.6mm 
•Replace tire when cord or under tread is exposed. 
•Wear pattern may continue, consult the tire manufacturer 
•Maintain proper inflation pressure 

- Defective wheel-alignment (Toe-in) 

- Severe cornering and excessive turning. 

- Axle-beam bent. 

- Rotation of tire not properly timed. 
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III. Non-adjustable (Shoulder Cut) 

Phenomenon Possible Causes 

Cut damages appear on the shoulder, not penetrating 
through to the inside of tire. 

Action 
•Replace tire 
•If cause is not apparent, consult the tire manufacturer. 

- Cords damaged by cut/shock 

- Run over obstacle in under-inflation 

pressure (Pinch Shock) 

- Rough driving will increase the chance of 

cutting. 
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III. Non-adjustable (Belt Exposed) 

Phenomenon Possible Causes 

Cord appeal on a upper shoulder area 

Action 
•Replace tire 
•If cause is not apparent, consult the tire manufacturer. 

- Progress from Puncture/Improper Repair 

- Progress from tire damage after tread 

separation. 
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III. Non-adjustable (Sidewall Cut) 

Phenomenon Possible Causes 

Cut damages appear on the sidewall without having 
penetrating to the inside. 
- State of external injuries are different by objects 
which causes this damage 

Action •Drive carefully to avoid external cut. 

- Road hazard  

(sharp materials, stone, curds, etc) 

- Rough road condition like off-road or rough 

repaired surface 

- Excessive deformation of sidewalls caused 

by under-inflation pressure and overload, 

which increase the chance of cutting. 
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III. Non-adjustable (Side Indentation) 

Phenomenon Possible Causes 

External appearance of sidewall shows depressions in a 
radial direction. 

Action •Keep and use tires. (It doesn’t matter the endurance of the tire) 

- It is caused by the jointing overlap area of 

body ply cord. 

- The appearance shows the difference of 

the expansion between overlapping area 

and non-overlapping area. 
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III. Non-adjustable (Heavy Splice) 

Phenomenon Possible Causes 

- If shows the curve swollen shape at the sidewall 
unlikely the bulge shape. 

Action •Keep and use tires. (It doesn’t matter the endurance of the tire) 

- Excessive adhesion of butt jointed side 

rubber. 

- May hold shape after curing press but when 

the tire is inflated joint will bulge because of 

body ply characteristic. 
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III. Non-adjustable (Run Flat ) 

Phenomenon Possible Causes 

 Destruction of body ply from run flat. 

Action •Replace tire 

- Continued driving after punctured. 

- Impact/Cut 

- Under-Inflation Pressure/Overloading 

- Rim/valve stem extension leakage 
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III. Non-adjustable (Sidewall Radial Crack ) 

Phenomenon Possible Causes 

Sidewall Radial Crack 

Action 
•If crack is superficial continue in service. 
•Replace tire when cord or under tread is exposed 

- Under-Inflation Pressure/Overloading 

(Mostly occurs with UHP tire : crack will be 

accelerated by flexing fatigue of sidewall 

rubber) 

- High torque (spin damage, sudden braking) 

- Start from small cut 

- Growth from the improper storage. 
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III. Non-adjustable (Ozone Crack ) 

Phenomenon Possible Causes 

Numberless and very small crack appearing on the 
surface of shoulder or sidewall. 

Action 
•If crack is superficial continue in service. 
•Replace tire when cord or under tread is exposed 

- Improper storage/parking outdoor for a long 

time (Exposure to Ozone from sunlight) 

- Excessive heat 

- Effect of oxidation maximized by 

overloading and under-inflation pressure. 

- Rubber molecular chains are cut by 

oxidation reaction due to ozone in the air, as 

a result, cracks occur in rubber surface. 
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III. Non-adjustable (Wrong Mounting) 

Phenomenon Possible Causes 

Bead wire bundle cut down and carcass also be burst 
while inflating tire on rim. 

- Improper mounting/demounting procedures. 
- Over-Inflation Pressure 
- Irregular rim (Deformed, rusty, or wrong rim) 
- Improper lubricant oil/equipment 

Action •Replace tire 
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III. Non-adjustable (Bead toe Damage) 

Phenomenon Possible Causes 

- Bead toe area is torn or cut. - Improper mounting/demounting procedures 
- Wrong size of rims. 
- Irregular rim (Deformed, rusty, or wrong rim) 
- Abnormal heat generated by brake drum 
from excessive braking. 

Action •Replace tire 
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IV. Adjustable (Tread leaving Belt) 

Phenomenon Possible Causes 

- The layer of tread rubbers separated from the belt. 

Action 
•Replace tire immediately 
•If cause is not apparent, consult the tire manufacturer 

- Excessive heat/Accumulative fatigue 

(under-inflation pressure, over-load, fast 

cornering) 

- Weakening of adhesion between rubber 

and steel cord from tread cut and water 

- Improper repair 

- Impact damage 
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IV. Adjustable (Belt leaving Belt) 

Phenomenon Possible Causes 

Belt separated from the belt 

Action 
•Replace tire immediately 
•If cause is not apparent, consult the tire manufacturer 

- Excessive heat/Accumulative fatigue 

(under-inflation pressure, over-load, fast 

cornering) 

- Weakening of adhesion between rubber 

and steel 

cord from tread cut and water 

- Improper repair 

- Impact damage 
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IV. Adjustable (Belt leaving Carcass) 

Phenomenon Possible Causes 

The layer of steel belt separated from carcass 

Action 
•Replace tire immediately 
•If cause is not apparent, consult the tire manufacturer 

- Excessive heat/Accumulative fatigue 

(under-inflation pressure, over-load, fast 

cornering) 

- Weakening of adhesion between rubber 

and steel 

cord from tread cut and water 

- Improper repair 

- Impact damage 
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IV. Adjustable (Heat Generated Separation) 

Phenomenon Possible Causes 

Excessive heat generation causes separation and 
eventual bursting. 
- It usually occurs at the shoulder area. 
- Generally, nylon cords are melted due to excessive 
high temperature 

Action 
•Replace tire 
•If cause is not apparent, consult the tire manufacturer 

- Loss of adhesion between rubber and 

cord from excessive temperature and 

stress. 

- Under-Inflation Pressure/Overloading 

- Air-leaking 
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IV. Adjustable (Belt Edge Separation) 

Phenomenon Possible Causes 

Separation occurs from the edge of belts. 
It tends to occur at shoulder area and bring on partial 
"Swelling" in appearance. 
(cause a vibration) 

Action 
•Replace tire 
•If cause is not apparent, consult the tire manufacturer. 

- Loss of adhesion between rubber and 

cord from excessive temperature and 

stress. 

- Under-Inflation Pressure/Overloading 

- Air-leaking 
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IV. Adjustable (Sidewall Lateral Crack) 

Phenomenon Possible Causes 

Lateral cracks in sidewall throughout the 
circumference. 

- Under-Inflation Pressure/Overloading 
(Mostly occurs with UHP tire : crack will be 
accelerated by flexing fatigue of sidewall rubber) 
- High torque (spin damage, sudden braking, etc) 
- Start from small cut 
- Growth from the improper storage. 

Action 
•If crack is superficial continue in service. 
•Replace tire when cord or under tread is exposed 
•If cause is not apparent, consult the tire manufacturer. 
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IV. Adjustable (Sidewall Separation) 

Phenomenon Possible Causes 

This separation occurs between cord layer at shoulder 
area. Also, occurs between rubber layer and cord 
layer.(this damage appears small swelled area, then 
develops throughout the circumference and finally 
burst) 

Action 
•Replace tire 
•If cause is not apparent, consult the tire manufacturer. 

- Improper Inflation Pressure/Overloading 

- Shock impact 

- External cut and puncture 
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IV. Adjustable (Bead Separation) 

Phenomenon Possible Causes 

Circumferential separation generally originating from 
the lower sidewall are above the bead. 

- Excessive load/External cut. 
- Under-Inflation Pressure 
- Improper bead seating/mounting 
- Rim width too narrow 
- Instant drive with 1 flat tire on dual type of any 
position.(Excessive load occurred in 1tire due to the 
single support instead of dual) 

Action 
•Replace tire 
•If cause is not apparent, consult the tire manufacturer. 
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IV. Adjustable (Bead bent / Kinked) 

Phenomenon Possible Causes 

Bead damage due to improper handling and/or 
shipment. 

- Improper mounting operation. 
- Improper shipment 
- Improper storage 

Action •Consult the tire manufacturer and Replace it. 
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IV. Adjustable (Shake/Shimmy) 

Phenomenon Possible Causes 

Vibration generally appear at certain speed range 

Action 
•Repair vehicle 
•Verify if tire mounted properly 
•Adjust wheel-balance and Uniformity 

- Weight-imbalance of wheels. 

(over 15g) 

- Improper fitting of a tire on a rim. 

- Worn or damaged suspension 

components. 

- Defective Power train (Shaft) 

- Improper mounting 

- Excessive run-out of wheels. 

(Flat-spot, tire deformation, etc) 

- Poor maintenance of vehicle 

Shimmy 

Defined as a handle-rotational 

vibration in the steering wheel. 

Shake 

Defined as vertical or lateral 

vibration of the car body and 

driver’s seat at high-speed 

driving 
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Thank you 
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